
Cigar Menu

All prices are in US dollars and are
subject to a service charge and GST. 

Cohiba Siglo V

80The Cohiba Siglo V, the first section of the cigar you get a mild creamy sweetness, 
which is almost floral, and also anise. The second third brings out more earthy, 
leather flavors that still blend well with the sweeter notes throughout the cigar. 
For the last third, mild black pepper notes appear and mocha flavours throughout 
the rest of the cigar.

Cohiba Siglo I

55This appetizer sized Cubano offers a surprising amount of thick, creamy smoke 
that adds dimension to the medium strength body. This one begins slowly with 
a gentle grass flavour that quickly moves into creamy woodiness and advances 

Romeo & Julieta, Petit Corona

45This Petit Corona with a delicious balance of flavor profiles that range from 
bitter to sweet, contributing to the firm draw, which releases some hints of 
fruity sweetness and spice with cream and toasted bread textures. The flavors 
intensify into the middle third of this cigar with added notes of sweet tobacco, 
earth, and saltiness. The flavor profiles become richer with roasted coffee, dark 

Cohiba Mini Cigarillo

14The Cohiba Mini offers a real, slightly peppery aroma. This cigarillo is a wonder-
ful creation rolled exclusively with Cuban tobacco.

Zino Nicaragua Gordo Cigar

35A blend of tobaccos from the Dominican Republic, Honduras and Nicaragua offer-
ing an enticing mix of flavors and finally dressed in a golden-brown connecticut 
Ecuadorian wrapper, with characteristic aromas of dark chocolate, coffee and 
tropical spices. Integrated with intense flavors of leather, creaminess, and salted 
nuts, before a long lasting and lingering aftertaste of coffee and cedar wood.

Oliva Connecticut Reserve

40The Oliva Connecticut Reserve features an Ecuadoran-grown Connecticut shade 
grown wrapper around perfectly blended Nicaraguan fillers and a Nicaraguan 
binder. The color of these stogies in deep gold with the slightest hint of oiliness. 
The well-packed cigars burn evenly and produce an ash with staying power. A 
subtle and very refined smoke is exuded and featuring a creamy, toasted nut flavor 

Montecristo Torpedo No 2

80A Montecristo is created with the perfect mix of strength and flavour in the 
leaves which are selected from the world renowned Vuelta Abajo region.
This cigar brings powerful flavours such as wood, spice and coffee beans, along 


